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On July 14, President Carlos Salinas de Gortari appointed law professor Olga Islas Magallanes
to head a new investigation into the assassination of Luis Donaldo Colosio, former presidential
candidate of the governing Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI). Islas's appointment followed
widespread attacks on the "final report" issued on July 12 by former prosecutor Miguel Montes, who
said the only solid evidence he was able to gather was that Colosio's assassin, Mario Aburto, acted
alone. Montes's report reversed earlier theories based on video footage of the assassination that
three other men being held as accessories had helped Aburto get close enough to Colosio to shoot
him.
"The case is not closed, nor is the investigation concluded," Salinas said in a nationally televised
address. "I am giving precise instructions so the case remains open and so the investigation is
deepened to determine if someone... influenced (Aburto) so he would commit his crime. The
investigation will continue until the end."
Analysts said the government's decision to launch a new probe into Colosio's assassination is
not likely to reveal any new conclusive evidence about the incident before the Aug. 21 elections.
Nevertheless, the appointment of Islas allows Salinas to at least block charges of a coverup, and to
deflect wide-spread criticism over alleged government inaction in the case. "With this measure,
Salinas is trying to win time," said political commentator Raymundo Rivapalacio.
Meanwhile, Montes said in an interview with the daily newspaper Reforma that the case has been
"politicized." According to Montes, there is a "lack of agreement" between those who want the
inquiry to take a political dimension and those who only want to determine the facts surrounding
the killing. "If someone capriciously starts deciding what should be done...it's going to create chaos.
The investigation efforts will simply multiply without ever arriving at conclusions," Montes said,
referring to criticism from presidential candidates of his investigation.
Nevertheless, among the most vocal critics of the Montes report were members of the PRI, including
presidential candidate Ernesto Zedillo and party representatives in the Chamber of Deputies.
Another stinging criticism of the report also came from Juan Velazquez, an attorney for Colosio's
widow, Diana Laura. Velazquez described Montes's conclusions as "absolutely subjective" and
"ridiculous." On the other hand, some political analysts suggest any findings that Islas eventually
presents to the public will also be viewed with some skepticism. "No one is ever going to believe
whatever the official findings are," said political analyst Roderic Camp.
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